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The Missing Hancocks - Secombe Steps in

Hancock's last interview rediscovered

Follow the THAS on Twitter https://twitter.com/TonyHancockAS
Dear Reader,
It is hugely exciting to have the announcement on page 8 about the release of a massive amount of Hancock
recordings most of which hasn't been heard since it was first broadcast. This is one of the most significant
events for Hancock fans since the BBC boxed sets were released. I urge every reader to get behind this
project and pre-order a copy.
The front cover has a photo taken of Tony in
Australia in 1968, when he was interviewed by
Chance Magazine. Another photo from the session is
shown right. Not only has our inexhaustible archivist
Tristan Brittain-Dissont tracked down a copy of the
interview, he has also obtained recollections from
the interviewer and photographer, he has also been
given access to a mass of photographs.
To do justice to the wealth of material involved we
had had to put together a special issue called “The
Final Interview” which runs to 55 pages You can
download it from our website.
In the Bonus Pages there are reviews of the latest recordings of The Missing
Hancocks. The five episodes recorded were - A Holiday in France,
The Racehorse, The Crown Jewels, A Visit To Swansea and The Three
Sons. Also in the Bonus Pages is a script from Pete Mercer on the theme of
Robin Hood. (Illustrated left) and several other articles to tempt you.
Another special - a guide to Hancock locations in Bournemouth will be on
the website before our reunion dinner.
WINNER
The winner of the writing competition Tony Hancock and Me is Chris
Payne. Second place was Sheila Whittingham and third prize goes to
Carole Symonds. Prizes of Whiskey and chocolates have been dispatched
to the winners. Chris’s article is on page ten, while the other winners
along with many highly commended entries are in this months Bonus Pages. If
anyone out there feels inspired by these efforts to pluck up the courage to write
their own story, please send them in and they too may appear in The Bonus Pages.
Last issue I mentioned the idea of an East Cheam Cultural Progressive Society
T-Shirt Now thanks to the drawing skills of Jonathan Street, the artwork for
just such a t-shirt is available in the merchandise section of the THAS website.
There is a choice of designs and an optional back too - so take a look. We’d
like to know what material we have already published. If anyone would like to
help catalogue the back issues of TMP and predecessors magazines, please
contact me.
Happy reading.
Tom Dommett missingpage@tonyhancock.org.uk

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The next issue of The Missing Page is due out in Apri 2017. All contributions for inclusion should be sent to:
The Editor, Tom Dommett at: missingpage@tonyhancock.org.uk or write to: 24 Woodlands Road,
Chippenham, Wiltshire, SN14 0HF. The deadline for contributions to the next issue is 16th March 2017
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It is are not raining here also....

Anthony Aloysius St. John Hancock
The Lad Himself (1924 - 1968)
“Stone Me, What A Li fe!”
The basic aim of the Tony Hancock Appreciation Society are to
promote the works of Tony Hancock for the continued
awareness of and enjoyment of the general public and to collect
and classify the recorded works of Tony Hancock for the benefit
of members. No active individual receives payment for services
to the society, which is a voluntary organisation. All members
details and information are covered under the data protection
Act and cannot be used other than by the THAS. All rights
reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored
in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise
without the prior permission in writing of the Tony Hancock
Appreciation Society. All views comments and letters
reproduced in this publication are entirely those of the individual
author concerned and in no way reflect the views of the general
membership of the THAS.

Contacts - The Tony Hancock Appreciation Society
PRESIDENT - Andrew Clayden
9 Roydon Road, The Maltings Business Centre Stanstead
Abbotts, Hertfordshire SG12 8HQ
T: 01920 870355 E:president@tonyhancock.org.uk
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY - Steve King
76 Eversley Road, Benfleet, Essex SS7 4JH
E: membership@tonyhancock.org.uk
Editor of THE MISSING PAGE - Tom Dommett
24 Woodlands Road, Chippenham, Wiltshire SN14 0HF
E:missingpage@tonyhancock.org.uk
SOCIAL MEDIA & WEBSITE
Martin Gibbons 9 Shelley Road, Maidstone, Kent
ME16 8NS E: website@tonyhancock.org.uk
AUDIO & VIDEO LIBRARIAN - Mick Dawson
84 Meadway, Barnet, Hertfordshire EN5 5LB
E: audio@tonyhancock.org.uk
TREASURER - Ken Clarke
24 Heenan Close, Frimley Green, Camberley, Surrey
GU16 6NQ E:treasuer@tonyhancock.org.uk
RESEARCHER - Lyn Phillips, 10 Whitley Grange, Old
Road, Liskeard, Cornwall PL14 6DQ
ARCHIVIST - Tristan Brittain-Dissont
31 Corcreeny Road, Hillsborough, County Down,
Northern Ireland BT26 6EH
E: archives@tonyhancock.org.uk
LOCAL EVENTS ORGANIZER & BACK
ISSUES of The Missing Page, Piltdown Glory & Railway Cuttings from Keith Fisher 26 French’s Well,
Horsell, Woking, Surrey GU21 3AS
MERCHANDISING OFFICER
Dryden Pennington The Old Chapel, Redbridge Road,
Nr. Crossways, Dorset DT2 8DY
E: merchandise@tonyhancock.org.uk
Facebook: The Tony Hancock Appreciation Society
(closed Group)
Twitter: Tony Hancock App Soc@TonyHancockAS

Happy new year to you all. Eagle eyed
readers will have noticed that I’ve finally
corrected the above quote from ‘The Radio
Ham’ following THAS member Mike Crisp
pointing out my misquotation in previous
issues. Mike Crisp was also able to answers
a couple of questions raised in our last
issue. The exterior shots in ‘The Cold’ and
‘The Big Night’ were filmed in the
Bayswater Road (not far from the Hammersmith studios where the
main show was recorded and nearer still to the BBC TV Centre at
Shepherd's Bush)
As for the “two big wooden men carrying a ladder” quote from ‘The
Rail Strike’ we have no lesser authority than Ray and Alan’s agent
Tessa LeBars to thank for her answer of: “this is a reference to an
advertisement at side of railways, usually in fields, in which two
enormous wooden figures were carrying ladders, probably
advertising paint”
I had the pleasure of bumping into Tessa at one of the recent
Missing Hancock recordings held just before Christmas (see my
report in TBP. Robin Sebastian, who played the Kenneth Williams
character has been confirmed as our sole guest at this year’s
Bournemouth Reunion on the 30th April. If you haven’t booked
already, then see the advert on page 12 and apply for tickets now
as our Treasurer Ken Clarke will be drawing one lucky member’s
name out of his ex-copper’s helmet and refunding their fee of
£30.00 so they can attend for free!
I’ve also heard from Dean Sargent, who has an Adelphi Theatre
programme (featuring Tony Hancock) for sale. The date is
18/09/52 which is when Dean presumes the original owners of the
programme saw the show. The condition is good EXCEPT that the
6d sticker tore a small part of the front cover out and this bit now
hangs on to the 6d sticker which in turn remains hanging off the
back page. He’d like £5.00 (including postage) for it and is happy
to send it on ‘appro’ to an interested buyer. Is anyone in the THAS
is interested, please let me know and I’ll pass your details onto
him.
Gary Reeves has also been in touch alerting me to the fact that he
has uploaded a self-composed song about Tony Hancock, which
you can find at: https://soundcloud.com/gordon_m/dont-lookforward-elt-gary-reeves-gordon-m
Gary kindly sent me a copy of the lyrics, so if you’d like to see them
please email me at my details opposite and I’ll send them onto you.
Well, I’ll get out of your way now and leave you with the reminder
about making an early booking for our Bournemouth Reunion to be
in with a chance of attending for free!
Chikity Snitch

Tony Hancock Archive@HancockArchive
Tony Hancock Shows@HancockShows
Published by The Tony Hancock Appreciation
Society. www.tonyhancock.org.uk
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Dear Bighead

I hate you and everybody down our street hates you!

Letters for publication should be sent to the Editor at his address on page 3

From Lyn Philips,
Hi Tom,
If any member has a photo of me
receiving the award at the
Reunion Dinner in 2016, I’d love
to have a copy.
Kind regards,
Lyn Philips
The Editor Replies: Please contact Lyn or I if you have such a
photo - contact details on page 2.
From Chris Benson
Dear Editor.
I've compiled an article on my
blog all about Tony Hancock...

We reproduce a letter published in
the Guardian (28th Sept 2015)
Clifford Hatts (Obituary, 25 September) designed many memorable
productions for BBC Television,
including Quatermass and the Pit. I
wonder if he was also involved in
what for me was more memorable –
Hancock and the Pit, a spoof of the
sci-fi serial.
I particularly recall an exchange in
which Tony Hancock asks Sid
James what he would do if an alien
appeared. James says he would give
it “a punch up the bracket”. “Has it
occurred to you,” retorts Hancock,
“that a Martian might not have a
bracket to be punched up?”

https://sportonfreeviewuk.wordpr
ess.com/2016/10/08/discovering- The fact, as you report, that Ridley
tony-hancock/ - please feel free to Scott was one of Hatts’ disciples
leads me to speculate that this
share with your members!
might have subconciously inspired
Let me know what you think!
the Alien franchise. The monster of
the Nostromo was demonstrably
Chris Benson
without a bracket.
chriscbenson@hotmail.co.uk
John Allison
Warwick

Dear Tom,
I have been
a member of THAS for a number of
years (I think since the end of the
70's) and the current issues of TMP
are excellent.
I thought you might be interested to
see an article from a 1960 edition of
Picture Show - I don't recall seeing it
featured in the newsletter or the
bonus pages. Anyway, please keep
up the great work - it is much
appreciated!
All the best,
Elton Maryon
The Editor Replies: Thanks Elton.
The Picture Show is something I
haven't seen. It will go in the April
Issues. Thanks for the kind words,

The BBC are recording episodes
of The Real Comedy Controllers
(those who commissioned, thought
up and actually made many of the
classic shows) as they reveal what it
was that made them laugh and shed
light on how those (and other
similar) programmes were made.

After a long delay, (over a year!)
the above DVD title will be
released on February 6, 2017.
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The Lost Sitcom DVD has also
been released
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With Paul Jackson (producer of The
Two Ronnies, Red Dwarf, Three of
a Kind and The Young Ones; former
Head of BBC Entertainment and
former Director of Comedy and
Entertainment for ITV),
Beryl Vertue (former agent to
Spike Milligan, Eric Sykes, Johnny
Speight, Galton & Simpson and
Tony Hancock; and founder of
Hartswood films which produced
Men Behaving Badly, Coupling and
Sherlock),

Hancock Out and About

The above picture was posted on Toby Hancock’s twitter account. Toby’s father Roger was of course
Tony’s brother and for some years his agent. Roger Hancock, married 1955 Annie Leake (two sons Tim
and Toby); died Brighton, East Sussex 23 April 2011.

FAMOUS HANCOCK FANS
Peter Davison
Peter Davison (Dr Who number 5) in his autobiography “Is there life outside the box” writes
“I love the radio and I still do. It was the soundtrack of everyday life. Whether it was ....
Beyond our Ken, Round the Horne and Hancock's Half Hour at Sunday lunchtimes.”
Beatle Paul McCartney - interviewed by Pete Doherty 14th Oct 2007
Pete: Did you ever bump into Tony Hancock?
Sir Paul: Once, at Twickenham Film Studios. We'd finished the day and he'd finished. So it
was: 'We're big fans of yours, Tone. We think you're great.' You could never think of anything
else to say.
Rolling Stone, Bill Wyman and Beatle Ringo Starr (Bill Wyman interviewed August 2016)
"I used to hang out with Paul (McCartney) quite a lot too. I actually gave them a lot of Beatles
memorabilia that they never had, like films of them playing Shea Stadium and one of them
playing Washington [February 1964], which was the first show they ever did in America. Then
I gave Ringo a load of Tony Hancock stuff." http://teamrock.com/feature/2016-0830/interview-bill-wyman-on-brian-jones-keith-moon-jeff-beck-and-more
Jack Dee - interviewed in the Guardian by Patrick Barkham Tuesday 4 December 2007
“Apart from Woody Allen and Tony Hancock, Dee's favourite influences are largely drawn
from the 70s and 80s golden age - The Likely Lads, Fawlty Towers - but his tastes include The
Office, The Royle Family and Alan Partridge.”
If you spot or now of any other famous Hancock fans, (living or dead) please let the editor
know - we are trying to compile the definitive list.
THE MISSING PAGE JANUARY 2017
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FILM FUN from 10th November 1959 RESTORED by Nigel Parkinson
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Nigel Parkinson has lovingly restored another Film Fun comic strip featuring Tony
Hancock. Login to our website: www.tonyhancock.org.uk for many more Film Fun
comic strips and other rarities.
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Discovery of unedited off-air recordings of 15 radio episodes

New Hancock CD Releases Planned for 2017
By Tristan Brittain-Dissont
I am very pleased to announce that after months of discussion, PenguinRandomHouse (PRH),
the company that licensed the rights to publish BBC material related to Tony, has agreed to a
new set of CD releases that will commence in 2017.
For the past year or so, Martin Gibbons and I have been exploring the prospect of new releases
with PRH. This was prompted by, among other things, the discovery of new ‘lost’ recorded
material we have found and the impending 50th anniversary of Tony’s death in 2018. Readers
may recall that our efforts have, for example, recently unearthed lost recordings of Happy Go
Lucky – the first BBC radio show to be written by Ray and Alan – as well as the soundtracks of
two missing television episodes, The Horror Serial and The Italian Maid. However, quite apart
from these eye-catching discoveries, Martin, I and Ted Kendall, the world renowned sound
engineer and fellow Hancock nut, have also discovered a number of original off-air recordings
of around 15 radio episodes that were previously unknown. These recordings contain material
that was only ever heard on first broadcast. For various reasons – such as time, taste and
topicality – this material was subsequently excised from subsequent repeats or the versions
of the shows that were devised by the BBC’s Transcription Services for overseas sale. These
off-air recordings, therefore, offer us a unique opportunity to hear episodes as originally
intended by Ray, Alan and their producers.
Our initial proposal to PRH was a re-release of the entire canon of Hancock’s Half Hour,
including these off-air broadcasts, with the other swathes of new material we had discovered
comprising bonus items. In this way, we were trying to copy the style of recent The Goon Show
Compendium project. This has seen every episode of this series remastered and restored, and
published with a wealth of incredible bonus material, such as recordings of rehearsals, sound
checks and warm-ups that were preserved by a prescient junior BBC producer. However, given
that PRH has been re-releasing the entire Hancock’s Half Hour canon series-by-series over the
past two years, it was understandably reticent about such an idea.

Hancock's Half Hour Collectibles: Rarities from the BBC Radio Archive
However, PRH has now given the green light to a project provisionally called Hancock’s Half
Hour Collectibles: Rarities from the BBC Radio Archive. This will be a series of 4 sets of CDs, with
the first planned for August 2017. The collection will feature the bonus material that Martin,
Ted and I have been collating over the past year, along with a range of material from the BBC
archives that, in many cases, has been unheard for decades.
8
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Plans for 4 sets of CD’s of previously unheard recordings, ultra rare items and documentaries

The contents can, essentially, be divided into four categories: material from Tony’s career
before the advent of Hancock’s Half Hour; previously unheard off-air broadcasts or soundtracks of Hancock’s Half Hour; documentaries made in the decades following Tony’s death;
and a range of ultra-rare recordings of Tony (or related to Tony) such as interviews and other
items we want to keep under wraps at the moment.
The first set of Collectibles is already being prepared and is being offered as a pre-order item
on Amazon – see https://www.amazon.co.uk/Hancocks-Half-Hour-CollectiblesRarities/dp/178529816X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1483483938&sr=81&keywords=hancock+rarities. I urge all members to visit Amazon and place a pre-order.
Whilst Tony’s work remains artistically relevant even 60 years after it was created – an
incredible testament to him, and Ray and Alan – its commercial viability is only marginal given
the wealth of unlicensed material that is available on the web. Indeed, as evidence of this, we
had discussed the prospect of the new CD sets featuring a booklet with detailed notes that
Martin and I would write free of charge. However, the costs of these booklets were ultimately
deemed unfeasible, and so a novel solution to this has been found. Martin and I will still write
the detailed notes for the CDs but these will be published on the THAS website instead, with a
link to them provided in the CD box. Pre-orders are the most powerful way to ensure the
success of a project like this so, again, please make your purchase now.

World-class technical expertise in sound restoration
In closing, I would like to thank a number of people for their support in bringing this new
project to fruition. First and foremost, our gratitude is due to Michael Stevens, Senior
Commissioning Editor at PRH, who has patiently listened to our proposals over many months
and worked tirelessly to strike a balance between unabated Hancock passion and practical
commercial reality. I would also like to thank the family of Geoff Elliot and Mr Allcock, from
whom we obtained a number of lost original broadcasts of Hancock’s Half Hour. Last, but not
least, the THAS and all Hancock fans owe an unrepayable debt of gratitude to Ted Kendall,
who has amassed a wealth of material relevant to this project over the years. More crucially,
Ted’s world-class technical expertise in sound restoration and archive hunting is perhaps only
marginally surpassed by his personal passion for the Golden Age of radio comedy, and Tony
and the Goons in particular. I feel Ted is an unsung hero in Hancock circles and I intend to
remedy this with a special feature on him in our next publication.
The Editor writes - Wow! The first volume includes The Horror Serial, aka Quatermass, a
previously lost and never-before-released TV soundtrack. There are extended versions of The
Student Prince and The Test Match, plus a remastered version of The Blackboard Jungle. Also
included are previously unreleased editions of Variety Bandbox, Calling All Forces and
Educating Archie, all featuring Tony Hancock. ‘Ancock's Anthology’ from 1964, has Tony
introducing readings and records and interviewing racing driver Sterling Moss. Along with
that there are a host of rare interviews with the lad ‘imself. In all about 5 hours of material. I
hope we all place our orders for volume 1 to help ensure there are volumes 2, 3 &4.
THE MISSING PAGE
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“Hancock and Me” Writing Competition
When launching the competition, I wrote “We all have a story about what Tony Hancock means to us. How we
came to be fans, fond memories, why he makes us laugh, how he got us through tough times or brought
friendships.” I am delighted that Chris Payne has won. His is a story with a heartbreaking ending but also with
warm and happy memories

Sarah Hutchinson 1975 to 2016.
Until I met Sarah on a Open University course in 2004 I had no idea
what the term 'soul mate really meant but Sarah was mine and one of our
many common passions was one for the lad himself.
I had no idea that a modern, incredibly intelligent young woman who
was only 29 would even have heard of the great man but on an early visit
to her little flat there was a copy of ‘Lady don't fall backwards'. Not only
had she heard of East Cheam, she'd read his biography, knew every radio
episode intimately and had seen every television episode.
On a trip up to the lake district we discussed favourite episodes, hers was
'The Bedsitter' because in her view it was the purest Hancock, just the lad
himself doing what he did best, she likened it to 'Waiting for Godot' .
Sarah Hutchinson 1975 to 2016
One of our other favourites was 'Fred's pie stall' . She'd have loved to have lived in the fifties with steam
trains and trams and she loved this one because it was so evocative of it's time. Our favourite line was always
'never more than ten pence'. [Sid’s reply when Tony asks “Three dollops of pease pudding, two faggots, a
saveloy , and two pigs trotters. How much ?” ] Like me she loved the old money even though it had gone
before she was born. Also, she was a genius at model making and created a model of the pie stall which stood
in the market square of our model railway. It was complete with a lady customer who we always imagined was
Hancock's mother.
She was fascinated by Hancock the man and introduced me to the 'Face to Face' interview which I'd never
heard before. We both believed that his downfall started with this ill judged programme. She loved both his
films, 'The Rebel' especially and bought us a copy of 'Orders are Orders' . One
discussion we had was why he made so few films compared to Sid James, Hattie
Jacques , Kenneth Williams, John le Mesurier and even Bill Kerr. We often
speculated on whether this led to ill feeling and resentment
She became bedridden and then homebound and I was her sole carer which put a
great strain on our relationship, at times all that sustained was Radio 4 Extra and
everything stopped for HHH and we must have listened to the full cycle of
programmes at least three times, always finding new things to laugh at.
She also loved 'Round the Horne' especially rambling Sid Rumpo and modern
sitcoms like Count Arthur Strong, (who she'd love to have met) Cabin Pressure and
Old Harry's Game but East Cheam was always the favourite and we spent many
happy hours looking for new episodes on YouTube. Mind she hated Steptoe and
Son, feeling that it was too tragic to be a comedy
It was Sarah who joined THAS and I promised that we'd attend the reunion. Sadly it
wasn't to be, she spent ten months in hospital and just as we were planning our
Christmas she developed fatal sepsis. So if there's any justice she's up there now
with Tony, Sid, Hattie, John, who she'd love to have met, as well as Fred Truman
and of course, Elvis.
Chris Payne - pictured left. Please check out the other prize winners and highly
commended entries in The Bonus Pages.
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Hancock and Too Many Crooks, a film he turned down
Geoff Green tipped us off about a fascinating insight into how Tony’s careers might have developed. Geoff was
reading"Name Dropping" by Michael Pertwee, brother of Jon Pertwee. Michael was a top theatre, film and television writer. Michael wrote an original film story with the title "The Naked Truth" (1957). Peter Sellers
starred in this, his first staring role. Pertwee tried to feature Sellers in another film "Too Many Crooks" (1959)
but Peter turned it down. The following account is from Michael Pertwee’s book:
Mario (Mario Zampi producer and director had bought the rights to make the film.) had an eye for star
material, as he had already shown with Audrey Hepburn. He now followed another hunch by announcing that
he would like Tony Hancock to play the Peter Sellers role. Hancock, up to then, was mainly known as a funny
man on radio. Mario invited Tony to lunch asking him to come to the office first to listen tell an outline of my
story. Tony arrived with his agent and listened glumly while I told the story. When I finished he shook his head
and said he wasn't interested. When he made a picture he was going to be the star, the only star, and he had no
intention of sharing the honours with Terry-Thomas or anybody else. Mario accepted this with his usual
urbane good humour and suggested we went out to a prearranged lunch. Tony shook his head again. "No point
in having lunch now, is there?" he said and departed with a cursory farewell. The seeds of self-destruction
were sadly evident here before he had even made the grade. Michael Pertwee died in 1991, but his
actress/writer/director daughter Carolyn is still going.
What is particularly fascinating is that the film, unlike some film projects Hancock was associated with, was
actually made. The part earmarked for Sellers, then Hancock went to George Cole. The film itself is widely
regarded as very funny and gave a boost to the careers of Terry Thomas (soon to be starring in Hollywood films
and TV in the USA) and Sid James (moved to staring in British Film and TV). The plot of the film is about a
gang of crooks with an incompetent leader. After a series of blunders, they kidnap the wife of a wealthy man,
and the joke is, that he not only won’t he pay the ransom, he’s delighted to be rid of his wife so he can go off
with his secretary. His wife, eager for revenge on her husband, takes over leadership of the gang in order to get
back at her husband. The same basic plot featured in Ruthless People a 1986 American starring Danny
DeVito and Bette Midler.

You can watch the film imagining Hancock in the George Cole role “Fingers”
At this distance in time, it is unlikely if we will ever know if the dialogue was written or rewritten with Hancock in mind. However, it contains many lines that would have sparkled if he had said them, especially as one
of the foils was Sid James. When Tony turned down the part he had yet to make many of the classic TV HHH.
There is a strong case that this was ultimately poor
decision by Tony. His desire to be top dog in films
was a gross miscalculation. Film was an opportunity
for Tony to do what said he wanted to do - namely act
- without the pressure of having to learn lots of lines
and without appearing in front of live audiences. If he
had taken this role, then it is very probable he could
have become a very successful lead and character
actor in film for decades. He would never have been as
prolific as Sellers, because he would have been more
choosy and, of course, did not have his versatility.
Perhaps too alcoholism would not have claimed him.
This became a major problem during the ATV series
and The Punch & Judy Man. He was both star and
producer, which affected his discipline when it came
A scene from Too Many Crooks - l-r Sid James,
to drinking, because there wasn't any body to stand up
Bernard Bresslaw and George Cole
to him (or fire him, as happened with the Disney film).
Worse still, these events clearly caused enormous
stress. The more his work suffered from drink, the more he would turn to it in order to blot out the consequent
disappointments out. This reduced his opportunities to work on film and television, driving him back to stage
tours. These caused yet more stress - which led to him hitting the bottle even harder in a downward spiral.
THE MISSING PAGE JANUARY 2017
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James Hurn - The Voice Wizard with his amazing one-man Hancock's Half Hours
James Hurn - shown left as Ken, Sid and
Tony is touring his show where he recreates
Hancock's Half Hours doing all the voices
himself, yes, even Miss Pugh.
Praise for James Hurn from critics and
Hancock fans has been extremely positive.
He has even got the blessing of Galton and
Simpson and Kevin McNally. The show at
Bath promises to be particularly special.
Don’t just take our word for it, check out James Hurn on youtube, then book your tickets to see him live.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvKePrJW4Rg or Google James Hurn the voice wizard to check any new
shows added
BEDFORD - The Place theatre - Sunday 5th March 2017 @6pm
BIRMINGHAM - Crescent theatre - Friday 3rd March 2017 @ 7.30pm
POOLE - Lighthouse theatre - Saturday 4th March 2017 @ 7.45pm
LONDON - Museum of Comedy - Sunday 12th March 2017 @ 4pm
BLACKBURN - Darwen Library theatre - Thursday 16th March 2017 @ 7.30pm
GRIMSBY - Caxton theatre - Friday 16th June 2017 @ 7.30pm
BATH - Mission theatre - Friday 6th July 2017 @ 7.30pm - where James will be performing one classic
episode and two episodes he has written himself - approved by Galton and Simpson themselves!

The Tony Hancock Appreciation Society

All this f
or only

ANNUAL BOURNEMOUTH

REUNION DINNER

£30.00

At THE QUEENS’ HOTEL & SPA
Meyrick Road, Bournemouth, Dorset BH1 3DL

SUNDAY 30th April 2017
Dinner 6.45pm for 7.15pm
featuring this year’s Honoured Guest (subject to commitments):
Robin Sebastian (aka Kenneth Williams)

In order to see all that The Queens’ Hotel offers and book your room direct, visit their website at: www.queenshotelbournemouth.com or
Telephone 01202 554415. Don’t forget to mention that you are attending the THAS function and they wil offer you our Special Discount of only £55.00 per person.
Alternatively contact the Bournemouth Tourist Information Office on 01202 451734 or bournemouth.co.uk
we’ll also have the following:
* Afternoon Hancock Quiz
* Rare Video Screenings
* THAS Merchandise Stall
* Display of Rare Hancock Archives
* Live Auction of Rare Hancock Related Material
To book your place, please write direct to:THAS
Treasurer, Ken Clarke, 24 Heenan Close, Frimley
Green, Camberley, Surrey GU16 6NQ enclosing
your payment (made payable to THAS) of only
£30.00 per person by 20th April 2017 at the latest.
Please give your Full Name, Address and Email
.
Address,
contact phone number, and name of any
.
guests and any preferred seating and any
vegetarian or other dietary requirements.
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Tickets cover * A Complimentary Glass of Wine
with your Meal and Photo Opportunities with
our Honoured Guest* Autographs
MENU
Cauliflower Soup and toasted almonds.
Traditional Roast Beef with Yorkshire Pudding
All served with Chef’s Seasonal Potatoes and Vegetables
Blackberry and Apple Pie with Creme Fraiche
Cheese Board for the table to share
Freshly Ground Coffee and Mints.

